A Sinner’s Confession

Forgive me father for I have sinned
I don’t believe everything in the Bible.
I don’t believe that being gay is wrong,
That love between two people can be
Disgusting.
I don’t believe the pastor when they say
That it’s not natural,
Even though it exists in nature.

I don’t believe the Bible is perfect,
Because scriptures of sin
Written by sinner’s themselves
Already shows a flawed pattern.
And a book that says ignore
the first few chapters
Must have more mistakes
That can be counted.

I don’t believe what religious people preach,
I believe on the first day man created hate
And rested on the second day.

Protect your children from the people
That kill the people they were told to love.
That send their sons off
Like a lamb led to be slaughtered,
Shield your child’s eyes from
the disgusting acts
Of hypocritical christians
That talk of sin
While sinning.

The Bible is not a rough draft
That you can edit to your liking.